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ABSTRACT. Hyperring is a structure generalizing that of a ring, but where the addi-

ticn is not a conposition, but a hypercompositin, i.e., the sum x+y of to elts,

x,y, of a hyperring H is, in general, not an elt but a subset of H. When the

non-zero ele/nents of a hyperring form a multiplicative group, the hyperring is

called a hyperfield, and this structure generalizes that of a field. A certain

class of hyperfields (residual hyperfields of valued fields) has been used by the

author [i] as an /mportant technical tool in his theory of approximation of ccplete

valued fields by sequences of such fields. Tne non-cative theory of hyperrings

(particularly Artinian) has been studied in depth by Stratigopoulos [2 ]

Tne question arises: How co are hyperrings? We prove in this paper that a

conveniently defined quotient R/G of any ring R by any normal subgroup G of its mul-

tiplicative semigroup is always a hyperring which is a hyperfield when R is a field.

ask: Are all hyperrings isomorphic to some subhyperring of a hyperring belonging

to the class just described?
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In 1956, in order to define a certain approximation of a cmplete valued field

by sequences of such fields, I introduced in [i] the following structure (F;x+y,xy)

that I called hyperfield: the multiplication (x,y)-xy is a composition of F, that

is, a mapping of F X F into F. But the addition (x,y)- x+y is a hypercomposition of F,
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that is, a mapping of FX F into P(F), the set of all subsets of F. According to

established usage this hyperccmposition can be extended to subsets of F as follows:

X+Y =(x+y) x X, yY, x+Y [x +Y, and X+y X+ [y} Finally, the structure

satisfies the follcing axics:

I. MULTIPLICATIVE AXIOM.

F is a semigroup with respect to its multiplication and has a bilaterally

absorbing elt, denoted 0; F-{0 is a group, always with respect to multiplication,

whose neutral elt is denoted i.

II. ADDITIVE AXICMS.

i. x+y y+x {ccmmtativity)

2. (x+y) +z x+ (y+z) (associativity)

3. For every xzF, there exists one and only one x’ F such that 0 x+x’

(existence of the opposite element; such x’ will be denoted -x and

x-y will be written instead x+(-y)

4. zx+y implies yz-x (almost subtraction).

III. AXIOM OF DISTRIBUTIVITY.

z(x+y) zx+zy, (x+y)z xz+yz.

The particular cases of this structure, which were used in [i] were the

residual hyperfields of a valued field. Let k be such a field and .. its valuation.

Let i {xk; x _< i be its valuation ring md q be sce proper ideal of i. Then

l+q is a multiplicatige, normal subgroup of k and its multiplicative classes,

x(l+q) (xk), form a partition of k. Let k k/l+q be the set of theseq

classes. Since q is proper, if zeq, thenz z I. nus all elements in class 2,

"have the same valuation, x, which will also be denoted I and called the valuatien

of . Clearly, if we multiply , kq as subsets of k, we have . Tnen, the

multiplication as elts of k will be the same, and k will becme a multiplica-q q

tive almost-group. When we add and y as subsets of k, their sum is generally not

a single element of kq, but a union of such elts. And, if we define the sum

of x and y in k as the set of all z, zk, contained in their sum as subsets of k,q

it can be verified that the obtained structure is a hyperfield, called the residual
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hyperfield of k (modx q). We defined in [i] an approximation of valued fields in

the following manner: a oomplete valued field k is approximated by a sequence

kl, k2,... ,ks,... of valed fields if, for each s, is given an ideal qs of the

valuation ring i of k and an ideal qs of the valuation ring is of ks such that

qs 0 and the residual hyperfields (s)= k/(l+qs) and s ks/(l+q) would be

isomorphic with respect to their addition, multiplication and valuation. When the- k(S) is fixed, it isks are also complete and, for each s, an isomorphism Us: ks

shown in [i] that, for each finite algebraic extension K/k and for every s, since

some index s
O

(K), such an extension Ks/ks can be almost canonically (to an auto-

morphism of algebraic closure of Ks/ks) defined, which is normal if and only if

K/k is normal and that the Galois groups G(K/k) and G(Ks/ks) are isomorphic.

I introduced later a more general structure (H;x+y,xy), which is in the same

relation to hyperfields as rings are to fields. I called this structure hyperring.

In this structure, the multiplication is still a ccposition, and the addition a

hyperccmpositicn on H, which satisfy the same additive axioms II 1,2,3,4 and dis-

tributive axiom III as that of hyperfields, but the multiplicative axiom I is

replaced by:

I’. H is a multiplicative semigroup having a bilaterally absorbing elt 0.

A subset h of a hyperring H is said to be its subhyperrin@, if it is a hyper-

ring with respect to the addition and multiplication induced by that of H. It is

easy to see that szh is the case, if and only if, h is closed under addition, mul-

tiplication (h+h _h, hh =- h) and opposition (xeh implies -xGh). My student,

D. Stratigopoulos, has studied, in his thesis of the University of Louvain [2]

structure of hyperrings in some detail, particularly in the con_niently defined

Artinian case. He shced that, in spite of its seemingly irregular addition, sne

tmexpectedly precise results can be prowled about this structure (in particular about

its idempotent elts and on the structure of primitive and simple hyperrings), the

proofs of these results being quite hidden and far from trivial. Tne question arises:

how ccmmn are these structures? It appears that they are very and strcgly

related to such classical sures as rings, fields, and groups, as shown in the
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following theorem.

THEOREM. Let R be a ring and G a normal subgroup of its multiplicative semi-

group (a subgroup G of a semigroup S is called normal if, for every x S, xG Gx).

Then, the multiplicative classes xG (x K R) form a partition of R, and let

R R/G be the set of these classes. The product of , R as subsets of R is

again a class (rood G), and their sum as such subsets is a union of such classes.

If we define the product in of , as equal to their product as subsets

of R, and their sum +9 in as the set of all contained in their sum as

subsets of R, the obtained structure is a hyperring (we call it the quotient hyper-

ring of R by G). If R is a field, R/G is a hyperfield.

PROOF. As we have in R (G being normal) xOhyG xyC43 xyG , x-

is a multiplicative hcmomorphism of R onto , so is a multiplicative semigroup.

We have and -0 , so is bilaterally absorbing. If R is a

multiplicative almost-group, i.e., R R* [0} where R* is a group, and if 1 is the

neutral elt of R* we have, for every xR* -ix x x-l [, and R is also a

multiplicative almost-group.

Let x,y be in R and let $ denote the sum of , as subsets of R. Let z be

an elt of $9. Then, there exist x’ and y’ such that z x’+y’. But, as

G is a group, x’xG implies x’G xG , and also y’e implies ’ . But

then { zG (x’+y’)G_x’G +y’G $9. So $ is a union of classes (rood G), and

by definition, + { ; e_$}.
As the addition in R is commutative, we have obviously + +. We have

ie;
_
($@) i . We prove in an analogous way that

+ (9+) ;
_
i(i)} Since the addition of subsets of R is associative,

we have (ig)i $(95i) and (+’y)+ +(9+).

Suppose that 6e+, i.e., 0ei. That is equivalent to-the existence of an

x’, such that -x’e. But then, y -x’ (-x’)G -x’G -’ -. So, the

y 9 s at +9 is - -.
Finally, .+ is equivalent to _i. So there exist an x’e and a Y’e 9
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such that z x’+y’, and y’ z+(-x’). So we hae y y’ z+(-x’)_ (--)

(-x---) ande- {.

We hae (+9) :-; c-9 xG+yG. But z- ztG z and

_xCyGz S z(xCyG) zxGSzyG $ i . Cn the other hand, if

5_+ z(xG $ yG), we have v&z(xCyG), so v zt, where txCyG and

$= {, where +. So, .(+9) is equivalent to 5_.i, i.e., to

&+, and we have -(+9) .+- We prove in a similar manner that

(+9) c.+-y. All is proved.

bviously, G is a bilateral neutral element of the multiplicative semigroup

of R R/G, and as it is well known, that implies that this semigroup has no other

left or right neutral elt. A subset S of R is a union of classes (mod G) if,

and only if, SG S. If S S/G is the set of these classes, then it is clear that

is a subhyperring of , if and only if S is a subring of R, and such are the only

subhyperrings of .
Tne question arises: Are all hyperrings which are not rings isomorphic to

the suhhyperrings of quotient hyperrings R/G of some ring R by scm of its normal

multiplicative subgroups G when they are not rings? Are all hyperfields iscorphic

to a quotient k/G of a field k by some of its multiplicative subgroups G?
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